This comment reflects on the contributions to this special section on print culture and mobility in the Pacific. It focuses on the ways in which changing attitudes toward ocean-going mobility and its mass commercialisation in the first half of the twentieth century encouraged new textual and visual forms of appraisal and representation of the Pacific. This, in turn, facilitated the fashioning of new mobile subjectivities, which illuminate a range of gendered and racialized aspirations being projected into the Pacific region from the white settler states around its rim. Together, the articles suggest avenues for further research on the impact of shipboard and island port encounters on forms of Australian self-presentation and engagement in the region. 
The heightened opportunities for oceanic travel from white settler rim states into the Pacific entailed making not only sea time but also the islands and their indigenous inhabitants safe, accessible, and profitable for European consumption and enjoyment. As a number of contributors note, images of order, industry, and the picturesque began to jostle with older representations of Pacific peoples through tropes of "dark" savagery and barbarism. Such shifts followed the establishment of deeper European engagements in island communities through colonial administrations, churches, schools, export-oriented plantations, and port amenities. Max Quanchi has termed this the production of the "new Pacific"-a region remade by and under imperial control, which Nicholas Halter describes here in terms of a process of "sanitization." 1 Their conclusions echo those of K. R. Howe, who in an earlier series of lectures plotted "a growing sense of psychological control over the Pacific world" in the first half of the twentieth century, where the region was "reformulated to meet the changing expectations and requirements of Western culture," of which a key manifestation was the growth of tourism. 2 Importantly, though, this special section goes further in drawing out not only how ideas about the Pacific, emanating largely from Australia, were changing, but also the forms in which they were expressed and through which they circulated. New market possibilities generated by a growing urban middle class in particular stimulated the production of a range of glossy magazines, illustrated newspapers, and books of travel packed with photographs. While such outputs might be read for the operation of the distancing "gaze" of white settler ascendency and the marking of lines of separation, they also promoted and responded to the curiosity and worldliness of interwar readers, satisfying an emotional and experiential engagement with the wider Pacific in Australia, as Anna Johnston stresses.
This emerging print culture, characterized here broadly as middlebrow, rendered a world of volitional mobility for the aspirational globe-trotter, tourist, or traveler. This had a particular gendered power. While recent collaborative scholarship has charted the appearance of the "modern girl" or "modern woman" across the world, a figure that idealized youthful female empowerment through consumption, her appearance in the Pacific has hardly been noted. 3 Here it is perhaps only to be expected that the ship, a public space of heightened female visibility in the interwar decades, serves as the preeminent space of action and display. In their respective contributions on magazines, Sarah Galletly and Victoria Kuttainen and Susann Liebich draw on images, advertisements, and fictive portrayals of women at sea to emphasize the cultural power of vicarious, aspirational, and imagined mobility. This preoccupation with the ship-as-stage certainly transcended the Pacific; Jo Stanley has observed that 1930s issues of Vogue depicted women posed on ships more than any other location. 4 When seen together, this encourages more overt attention than in previous work to the modern woman on the move, indicative that cultural definitions of female high-status mobility and the way it was publicized were subject to significant change after 1920. In their exploration of the interplay between modes of movement and modes of representation, these articles offer varied perspectives on the layered histories and multifaceted geographies of the Pacific. The textual and visual cultures generated by episodes of European mobility have been central to the framing of this ocean's history. By pushing the analysis into the first half of the twentieth century and the new and emerging mass consumer experience, the authors highlight the importance of attending to Australian regional power and engagement, reconfiguring its identity as a Pacific-oriented nation in an international age.
